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Abstract

The results of in-situ cyclic tensile experiments performed on two dogbone specimens made

of glass fiber mat reinforced polyester resin are presented (the second specimen contains a

machined rectangular notch). The experimental data were obtained by using X-Ray Com-

puted Tomography. The reconstructed volumes were analyzed via Digital Volume Correla-

tion. The investigated material was notch-insensitive since both specimens failed at equal

stress levels. To further confirm this hypothesis, and to study strain-damage interactions, the

major eigen strain and correlation residual maps of both specimens were analyzed. Even in

the first loading cycle, an inner strained band extending through the whole ligament area de-

veloped within both specimens, already indicating the path to final fracture. It is shown that

the final failure of the studied material was primarily driven by the yarn mesostructure, i.e.,

the influence of the underlying heterogeneities prevailed over the effects due to specimen

machining and/or geometric singularity.
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1. Introduction

Fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) are being increasingly used in major structural ap-

plications thanks to their advanced properties (e.g., high stiffness-to-weight ratio, good

formability during manufacturing) compared to conventional engineering materials [1, 2].

Notches, cut-outs and other types of geometric discontinuities are common features in in-

dustrial applications of FRP structures, as they e.g. facilitate joining of structural parts.

Such geometric singularities induce undesirable strain and stress concentrations, which

may lead to premature failure. Due to their heterogeneous nature, the mechanical response

as well as the failure of FRPs, is a direct consequence of a cascade of events occurring

at microstructural levels [3]. Hence, understanding the link between the heterogeneous

mesostructure and final failure, especially in the presence of geometric discontinuities, is

crucial for reliable prediction of FRP behavior during in-service life, as well as mitigating

stress and strain concentration effects.

Extensive experimental analyses on notched FRP specimens under various loading

regimes have shown that in the close vicinity of a notch root various damage mechanisms

are induced due to high stress and strain gradients [1, 4, 5]. Yet, in the majority of avail-

able studies, the bulk kinematics was not measured in-situ, nor was it related to micro-

and mesostructural features. A way to bridge this gap is coupling in-situ or ex-situ X-Ray

Computed Tomography (XCT) mechanical tests with Digital Volume Correlation (DVC).

The former is a non-destructive testing (NDT) method enabling for the visualization of mi-

crostructural changes in the material bulk during experiments. This imaging technique has

given great impetus to experimental solid mechanics [6, 7]. As the use of FRPs has been

reshaping various industrial branches (e.g., automotive, aerospace, marine, power indus-

tries) [2], XCT has being increasingly employed to characterize damage phenomena in such

materials. Coupling XCT and DVC into a unique framework enables for full-field displace-

ment measurements and calculation of strain maps in the 3D space. Being the volumetric

extension of the widely employed Digital Image Correlation (DIC) technique [8, 9, 10],
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DVC aims at measuring the deformation of investigated materials by correlating 3D im-

ages acquired between two states [7, 11]. The majority of existing DVC measurements of

FRPs were carried out by employing local DVC [12, 13, 14]. Such algorithms discretize

the inspected Region of Interest (ROI) into smaller sub-volumes, yet the displacement

continuity between adjacent sub-volumes is not ensured (i.e., they are registered indepen-

dently) [15, 16]. Conversely, global approaches based on finite element (FE) discretization

and assuming continuity of displacement fields were introduced [17, 18]. The key advan-

tage of such approaches is the availability of correlation residuals corresponding to the gray

level difference between the reference volume and the volume of the deformed material

corrected by the measured displacement field [7]. Correlation residuals not only provide

useful information on the convergence of DVC algorithms, but also unveil discontinuities

(i.e., damaged zones) for converged displacement fields [7, 19].

In this work, the results of in-situ cyclic tensile experiments performed on two dogbone

specimens are presented; the second specimen contained a machined rectangular notch.

The material studied herein is a continuous glass fiber mat reinforced polyester resin. The

experiments were imaged via XCT and coupled with DVC to measure the bulk kinemat-

ics. Prior to analyzing the results of volumetric correlations, the measurement uncertainty

levels of both experiments were quantified by correlating two scans of the undeformed con-

figuration. The global material response of both experiments was characterized by virtual

gauges positioned over the inspected ROIs. As both specimens failed at equal stress levels,

it is concluded that the investigated material is notch-insensitive. To further confirm this

hypothesis, major eigen strain fields were analyzed to study the strained band activity. The

correlation residual maps were investigated to monitor damage onset and growth, as well

as strain-damage interactions. Last, major eigen strain fields were laid over the correspond-

ing reference mesostructure of different sections to study the effect of heterogeneous yarn

mesostructure on the strained band development.
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2. Material and methods

This section deals with the material and methods employed in the present study. First,

the properties and fabrication procedure of the investigated material are introduced. Next,

the basic principles of regularized FE-based DVC are summarized.

2.1. Glass fiber reinforced polyester resin

The investigated dogbone specimens were cut from a continuous glass fiber mat rein-

forced polyester resin composite plate. The latter was produced by manual lay-up followed

by compression molding. The laminate comprised 12 plies of R-glass fiber mat laid in a

polyester resin mixture. The laminate was cured under pressure for 24 h at room tempera-

ture, while post-curing was conducted at 100◦C for 3h. The fiber volume fraction was found

to be 40%, while that of the matrix was 55%. As vacuum was not applied during molding,

the micrograph of the investigated material (Fig. 1) revealed the presence of air voids, the

volume fraction of which was found to be 5%.

200 μm

Glass fibers

Polyester resin

Voids

Fig 1. Optical micrograph of the glass fiber mat reinforced polyester resin composite studied herein.

2.2. Global Digital Volume Correlation

Digital Volume Correlation is a full-field measurement technique that enables for 3D

displacement measurements not only on the surface, but in the bulk of investigated materials

[7, 20, 11]. This technique consists in the registration of a 3D image f (x) of the reference
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state (were x denotes the voxel location) and a series of images g(x) of deformed config-

urations. The 3D images (i.e., reconstructed volumes) are represented by a discrete gray

level field (8-bit deep) of the voxel coordinate x. Thus, each voxel inside the reconstructed

volume carries the information on the material ability to absorb X-rays. The basic principle

of DVC relies on matching the gray levels in the reference volume f (which is usually that

of the undeformed state) and those of the deformed volume g. The gray level conservation

is thus assumed to correlate the two reconstructed volumes

f (x) = g(x + u(x)), (1)

where u is the measured displacement field. However, the strict conservation of gray levels

cannot be satisfied in real applications as the tomographic technique causes deviations due

to its associated artifacts (e.g., image noise, displacement discretizations, ring artifacts,

spurious motions during scanning [7]). Consequently, the solution consists in minimizing

the L2-norm of gray level residual φc(x) = f (x) − g(x + u(x)) with respect to the kinematic

unknowns related to the parameterization of the sought displacement amplitudes [21]

Φ2
c =
∑
ROI

φ2
c(x). (2)

As a global (i.e., FE-based) approach was employed in the present work, the global resid-

ual (Eq. (2)) is minimized with respect to the displacement field parameterized by using a

kinematic basis comprising shape functions Ψn and nodal displacements un

u(x) =
∑

n

unΨn(x). (3)

When the displacement field is parameterized as in Eq. (3), it is regularized with a con-

tinuity requirement a priori assumed for the kinematic solution. Additional mechanical

knowledge may be implemented to enhance convergence of the algorithm, which is referred
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to as mechanical regularization based on the equilibrium gap method [19, 22, 23]. Such

an approach enforces the smoothness of measured fields by acting as a low-pass filter that

dampens out high spatial frequencies. This is achieved by tuning characteristic regular-

ization lengths. Thus, when a FE discretization is employed, mechanical regularization is

activated for any length greater than the characteristic element length.

One of the key advantages of global DVC is the availability of correlation residual maps

φc for each analyzed volume. These residuals are probed for all voxels belonging to the

studied ROI, and serve as a tool for correlation quality inspection (e.g., when checking

the convergence of DVC analysis). Due to the fact that damage growth impairs gray level

conservation and consequently DVC convergence, the correlation residuals also provide the

means for detecting damage initiation and monitoring damage growth [11, 19, 24, 25].

3. In-situ mechanical experiments

The present section addresses the experimental protocols employed herein. First, the

specimen geometries are introduced. Both specimens were subjected to in-situ cyclic tensile

loading. Next, the scanning parameters employed in both experimental configurations are

outlined, followed by the description of the imaging and mechanical setup. Last, the loading

and acquisition histories of the performed in-situ experiments are reported.

3.1. Unnotched dogbone specimen

The 5.2 mm thick unnotched specimen geometry is presented in Fig. 2(a). The dogbone

geometry (i.e., thinned central ligament) was selected to enforce specimen failure in the

ligament area and not in the grips. The width of the narrowest gauge section was equal to

5.6 mm. The studied specimen was subjected to cyclic tension with the in-situ TTC Deben

testing machine in the X50+ scanner (North Star Imaging) of LMPS. The experimental

setup is shown in Fig. 2(b). The prescribed stroke-rate was 4 µm/s. The test consisted of 2

loading cycles corresponding to 35% and 70% of the specimen failure strength (σm = 135
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MPa), as reported in Fig. 2(c). During the proposed experimental protocol, 6 scans in total

were acquired in loaded and unloaded configurations (i.e., after applying each loading step).

The measured uniaxial force history revealed relaxation phenomena, yet limited, when

holding the specimen at the high load levels of the prescribed loading cycles to acquire the

radiographs (the force drop was approximately 160 N). No significant blur was observed on

the reconstructed volumes.

(a)

(b)

Loading history
HQ scan
Continuous scan

10 000

001

003

Failure

004

002

(c)

Fig 2. (a) Geometry of the investigated unnotched dogbone specimen together with the region of interest
(depicted with red contour) and finite element mesh employed in DVC analyses. The size of the inspected
region of interest was 875×553×1249 voxels, while the physical length of one voxel was equal to 14.6 µm.
The average element length was equal to 14 voxels. (b) Deben testing machine inside the X50+ scanner (North
Star Imaging) of LMPS. (c) Loading and acquisition history of the in-situ tensile test. The first scan was
acquired in the unloaded state and was considered as the reference to evaluate measurement uncertainties and
run correlations. Then, five additional scans were acquired for the purposes of bulk kinematic measurements.
Last, a second HQ scan was performed post-mortem.
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The first scan (0) corresponds to the unloaded state, and it was acquired with high qual-

ity (HQ) parameters (Table 1). As it resulted in low noise levels, this acquisition was consid-

ered as the reference to quantify measurement uncertainties and perform subsequent corre-

lations. It enabled microstructural features to be imaged in more detail. However, the entire

reference scan required approximately 2 h to be completed. To conduct the experiment

in a reasonable time, the number of averaging frames for all subsequent acquisitions was

switched to 1 (continuous scanning parameters), which led to 4 min acquisitions. In such

a way, relaxation phenomena could be mitigated. For the continuous parameters, the pro-

jections were acquired continuously while the specimen was loaded and rotated. Moreover,

3D scans consisted of different numbers of radiographs (800 for HQ and 768 for continuous

scanning parameters) captured at equally spaced angles ranging over a full 360° revolution.

A filtered-back projection algorithm was employed to reconstruct 3D images from series

of acquired radiographs [26], and no filtering was applied. The original size of the volumes

encoded as 8-bit deep gray levels was 1507 × 1507 × 1849 voxels. Since performing volu-

metric correlations with the full-size reconstructed volumes would be computationally too

demanding, only a part of the reconstructed volume was considered herein. The size of the

ROI tailored to the actual specimen geometry and focusing on the thinned ligament was

875×553×1249 voxels (Fig. 2(a)). The physical size of one voxel was 14.6 µm.
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Table 1. DVC hardware parameters.

Tomograph North Star Imaging X50+

X-ray source XRayWorX XWT-240-CT

Target/ Anode W (reflection mode)

Filter None

Voltage 145 kV

Current 78 µA

Focal spot size 5 µm

Tube to detector 910 mm

Tube to object 53 mm

Detector Dexela 2923

Definition 1507 × 1849 pixels (2 × 2 binning)

Scanning settings High quality Continuous

Number of projections 800 768

Angular amplitude 360° 360°

Frame average 20 per projection Continuous (1 per step)

Frame rate 3 fps 3 fps

Acquisition duration 1 h 46 min 26 s 4 min 26 s

Reconstruction algorithm Filtered back-projection Filtered back-projection

Gray level amplitude 8 bits 8 bits

Field of view 7.3 × 10 × 20.5 mm3 7.3 × 10 × 20.5 mm3

Image scale 14.6 µm/voxel 14.6 µm/voxel
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3.2. Single notched dogbone specimen

Another 5.2 mm thick dogbone specimen was considered in the present study. A rectan-

gular notch was cut on the one side of the specimen narrowest gauge section to induce strain

gradients (Fig. 3(a)). The notch depth was equal to 1.6 mm, while the width of the notch

was 0.6 mm. The single notched specimen was subjected to in-situ cyclic tensile loading,

and also imaged in the X50+ scanner with identical parameters as before (Table 1). The

stroke velocity was equal to 4 µm/s, i.e., the same as for the unnotched specimen. Four load-

ing cycles corresponding to 25%, 50%, 75% and 90% of the failure strength were carried

out (Fig. 3(b)). The choice of the load levels was based upon the first experiment (i.e., the

failure strength of the unnotched specimen). The measured uniaxial force history revealed

rapid but limited relaxation (the drop of the peak force was approximately 160 N) during

the acquisition of scans 001, 003 and 005. At the peak of the fourth loading cycle, fast re-

laxation was followed by a more gradual decrease. During the acquisition of scans 007

and 008, the observed force decrease was approximately 50 N. These relaxations did not

significantly influence the reconstruction quality of the 3D images.

(a)

0 000

001

003

005

007 008
Failure

009
1

004

006

002

Loading history
HQ scan
Continuous scan

(b)

Fig 3. (a) Geometry of the investigated single notched dogbone specimen together with the region of interest
(depicted with red contour) and finite element mesh employed in DVC analyses. The size of the inspected re-
gion of interest was 680×465×1001 voxels, while the physical length of one voxel was equal to 14.6 µm. The
average element length was equal to 11 voxels. (b) Loading and acquisition history of the in-situ tensile test.
The first scan was acquired in the unloaded state and was considered as the reference to evaluate measurement
uncertainties and run correlations. Then, 10 additional scans were acquired for the purposes of in-situ bulk
kinematic measurements. Last, a second HQ scan was performed post-mortem.
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During the in-situ experiment of the single notched specimen, 11 scans in total were

acquired in loaded/unloaded states. The same scanning parameters as for the unnotched

specimen were employed, i.e., HQ and continuous. The first HQ scan was acquired in

the unloaded configuration (Fig. 3(a)). This acquisition was considered as the reference

for the quantification of measurement uncertainties, as well as for subsequent correlation

analyses. As for the unnotched specimen, the volumes were reconstructed employing a

filtered-back projection algorithm [26], and no filtering was applied when reconstructing

the 3D images. The size of the inspected ROI, tailored to the thinned ligament, was equal to

680×465×1001 voxels (Fig. 3(a)), while the physical size of one voxel was 14.6 µm.

4. Results

In this section, the results of DVC correlations are presented. The measurement uncer-

tainty levels of both experiments were first evaluated by correlating the two scans of the

unloaded configuration. Due to complex damage phenomena and fracture, correlation anal-

yses were not performed on the post-mortem scans. Next, the mechanical characterization

was performed to characterize the global material response of both experiments. As both

specimens broke at the equal stress level, it was concluded that the investigated material is

notch-insensitive. To further investigate this hypothesis, major eigen strain fields and cor-

relation residual maps of both specimens were studied to analyze strained band activity, as

well as to monitor damage initiation and growth.

4.1. Measurement uncertainty quantification

The volumes acquired during both in-situ cyclic tests were analyzed via regularized

FE-based DVC implemented within the Correli 3.0 framework [27]. The inspected ROIs

were discretized using first-order tetrahedral elements (T4) to properly describe the spec-

imen boundaries. The FE meshes tailored to the actual specimen geometries are shown

in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 3(a). The average element length of the unnotched specimen, calcu-

lated as the cube root of the mean element volume, was 14 voxels, while that of the single
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notched specimen was 11 voxels. Such element lengths were chosen to properly capture the

bulk kinematics, as well as high gradients in the investigated heterogeneous mesostructures.

Moreover, as it was a priori assumed that the notch would induce high strain gradients and

damage phenomena would concentrate in that area, the notched region was discretized with

even smaller elements (8 voxels) than the remainder of the inspected ROI (14 voxels). How-

ever, fine FE meshes yield higher measurement uncertainties [7, 22]. Thus, mechanical

regularization was employed to reduce the uncertainty levels, while maintaining the same

spatial resolution.

The measurement uncertainties were evaluated in terms of standard deviations (Std)

of measured displacements and calculated major eigen strain fields, as reported in Table 2.

These quantities present the limits above which the mechanical signal is distinguished from

noise. Let us emphasize that the reported levels were assessed by correlating scans 0 (HQ)

and 000 (continuous) acquired prior to cycling the specimens. As the correlation technique

relies on image contrast induced by the underlying mesostructure, the root mean squared

(RMS) norm of the image gradient (∇ f ) over the inspected ROIs is also reported in Table 2.

Next, major eigen strain fields were computed from the measured displacement data. The

strain uncertainty levels were calculated as the standard deviation of nodal values of major

eigen strains extrapolated from the FE mesh. In general, low levels of contrast, i.e., low

image gradients, are more challenging for DVC analyses [7]. When comparing the values

reported in Table 2, the single notched specimen yielded higher measurement uncertainties,

even though the reported image gradient was higher than that of the unnotched specimen.

This is due to the decreased spatial resolution (i.e., the mesh was refined in the notched

area). The reported displacement and strain uncertainty levels are related to the tomographic

technique together with its intrinsic artifacts (e.g., image noise, ring artifacts, displacement

discretizations, spurious motions during scanning [7]). An additional source of uncertainty

arose from the fact that scans of different qualities were correlated (i.e., HQ scan 0 and

continuous scan 000). The reported values are deemed low.
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Table 2. Standard displacement and strain uncertainties of DVC measurements, as well as RMS norm of the
image gradient.

Unnotched Single notched

Std(Ux) 0.03 vx 0.04 vx

Std(Uy) 0.02 vx 0.03 vx

Std(Uz) 0.02 vx 0.03 vx

Std(ε1) 5.9×10-5 8×10-4

RMS(∇ f ) 17.1 GL/vx 21.8 GL/vx

4.2. Mechanical characterization

The global material response of both experiments was obtained with DVC virtual

gauges positioned over the inspected ROIs. Then, the Young’s modulus of both experi-

ments was estimated based on experimental data and full-field measurements, i.e., uniaxial

stress calculated as the ratio of applied force by the initial cross-sectional area of specimen

ligament and mean major eigen strains. Figure 4(a) shows the mean eigen strain history for

the unnotched specimen. The mean major eigen strain level of 0.003 reported for scan 000

stems from measurement uncertainties. The elevated strain values were primarily reported

for the surface nodes of the specimen ligament edges, and thus contributed to the mean

major eigen strain level. This effect could be mitigated by employing higher regularization

lengths for those nodes, which would yield even smoother fields. The prescribed load at the

peak of the first loading cycle (F = 1375 N) resulted in a 0.008 mean major eigen strain.

Based on these levels, the Young’s modulus of the first loading cycle was estimated to be 9

GPa. Furthermore, a loss of stiffness during the subsequent loading cycle (between scans

002 and 003) was detected from the reported stress-strain response (the Young’s modulus

degraded by about 23%). Low permanent strains were observed in the last unloading stage

prior to specimen failure (scan 004). In addition, the investigated unnotched specimen broke

at F = 3968 N, which led to a failure strength equal to 135 MPa.
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Fig 4. Global material response of (a) the unnotched specimen and (b) the single notched specimen accounting
for the mean major eigen strain ε1 corresponding to the loading direction. The solid black circles depict the
positions at which each new acquisition was performed. The blue boxes plotted over the major eigen strain
fields of scan 003 for the unnotched specimen and scan 008 for the single notched specimen show the virtual
gauges employed to calculate mean strain levels in the central part of the inspected ROIs.

Figure 4(b) displays the stress-strain response of the single notched specimen. From the

reported stress-strain response, a decrease of macroscopic stiffness is observed. A mean

major eigen strain level of 0.001 was reported for scan 000 acquired in the unloaded config-

uration. This offset stems from measurement uncertainties. At the peak of the first loading

cycle (scan 001), a mean major eigen strain level of 0.004 was observed. Thus, the Young’s

modulus of the first loading cycle was estimated to be 10.6 GPa. Cycling the specimen up

to 50% of its failure strength (scan 003) led to a mean major eigen strain of 0.0076, which

resulted in a 2.8% decrease of the macroscopic stiffness. Upon the subsequent unloading

(scan 004), the mean strain levels were very close to those observed for scans 000 and 002

(i.e., no permanent strains at this stage). The subsequent loading cycle (between scans 004

and 005) led to a decrease of the macroscopic stiffness. In addition, permanent strains were

observed after the specimen was unloaded, i.e., a mean major eigen strain of 0.0024 was

reported for scan 006. At the peak of the last loading cycle prior to specimen failure (scan

007), a mean major eigen strain of 0.0147 was reached leading to a Young’s modulus of

9.1 GPa. The inspected specimen was held at that load level (F = 3710 N, σ = 116 MPa)

to obtain an additional 3D image (continuous scan 008). As the stress level decreased to
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σ = 103 MPa after acquiring scan 008, while the mean major eigen strain level remained

approximately constant (the difference was within the range of measurement uncertainties),

it was concluded that the investigated FRP composite exhibited stress-relaxation. As mod-

est permanent strains (ε1 = 0.0039) were observed after the last unloading cycle prior to

specimen failure (scan 009), damage was expected to have occurred within the investigated

material. The notched specimen failed at 135 MPa, i.e., a level equal to that reported for the

unnotched specimen. This result shows that the investigated material is notch-insensitive

under the prescribed loading regime.

4.3. Major eigen strain and correlation residual fields

In the following section, the thresholded voxel-wise major eigen strain fields of both

specimens are analyzed. The presented fields are complemented with the study of corre-

lation residuals, which were thresholded in a way that all estimated levels that fell outside

the specified range originated from mechanical causes (i.e., the focus was put on the ab-

solute range between 45 and 130 gray levels). Local increases in correlation residuals are

attributed to the violation of the gray level conservation and displacement continuity asso-

ciated with the tetrahedral mesh (i.e., with damage initiation and growth). Last, the major

eigen strain fields of both experiments were laid over the reference mesostructure in the

background to investigate the effect of fiber yarn architecture on the strained band develop-

ment.

4.3.1. Unnotched specimen

Figure 5(a) shows the initial major eigen strain field, while Figure 6(a) displays the ini-

tial correlation residual map of the unnotched specimen. In both fields, the fluctuations due

to measurement uncertainties were hardly detectable within the selected range. For scan

001, one inner strained band extending through the whole ligament area was unveiled in

the major eigen strain field, and already indicated the path to final failure (Fig. 5(b)). Addi-

tional strained areas emerged on the ligament edges due to specimen machining. The first
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localized phenomena were observed in the correlation residual map of scan 001 (marked

with blue arrows in Fig. 6(b)). They correspond to the strained region detected in the major

eigen strain field of the corresponding acquisition, thereby indicating the influence of spec-

imen machining. The remainder of the correlation residual map exhibited sufficiently low

values indicating successfully converged DVC analysis. Cracks were not observed within

the region of the inner, horizontal strained band at this stage. A ring artifact appeared in

the center of the specimen not only for scan 001, but for all subsequent acquisitions. The

fact that the correlation residual maps unveiled the presence of this artifact proves that the

registrations were successful (i.e., initial differences between gray level volumes decreased

to the noise level except where this phenomenon occurred). If the ring artifact had vanished,

this would have meant that the algorithm tracked ring artifacts and not the underlying mo-

tion of the investigated material. The previously observed strained bands were still active

upon specimen unloading (Fig. 5(c)). Yet, the majority of previously observed cracks near

the specimen ligament edge were closed (Fig. 6(c)). Thus, damage deactivation and crack

closure only occurred to a limited extent.

For scan 003, high strains developed within the bands on the ligament edges (Fig. 5(d)).

These bands started propagating toward the material bulk. It is important to note that higher

strain levels were observed within the bands occurring on the ligament edges than in the

horizontal strained band, which was due to specimen machining. Numerous areas of higher

correlation residuals unveiling the underlying mesostructure emerged in the material bulk

near the specimen ligament edge (marked with blue and green arrows in Fig. 6(d)). Thus,

a significant amount of damage growth set in. Yet, damage still did not initiate within the

region of the horizontal strained band extending through the narrowest gauge section. Even

though strain levels within the bands on the ligament edges were higher compared to that of

the horizontal strained band, the latter still experienced an increase in strain levels compared

to previous loading cycle. Therefore, the studied material could sustain high levels of dam-

age (primarily induced by specimen machining) and still undergo an increase in strain levels
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within the horizontal strained band. During the last unloading prior to specimen failure,

the strained bands were still active (Fig. 5(e)). Once again, partial crack closure took place

(Fig. 6(e)). Still, cracks did not occur in the narrowest gauge section, even though the final

failure path proceeded along the horizontal strained band.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig 5. Thresholded voxel-wise major eigen strain fields of the unnotched specimen calculated for scans (a)
000, (b) 001, (c) 002, (d) 003 and (e) 004.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Fig 6. Correlation residual maps of the unnotched specimen calculated for scans (a) 000, (b) 001, (c) 002, (d)
003 and (e) 004. The blue arrows depict the first detected damage, while the green arrows indicate additional
damaged zones.

To further investigate the strained band activity, the RMS of major eigen strain fields

per x, y and z slices (i.e., plotted versus their x, y and z coordinates) were analyzed (Fig. 7).

The plots show that, even after the first loading cycle (scan 001), permanent strains accumu-

lated within the inspected ROI. Note that the dominant, horizontal strained band extending

through the whole ligament area appeared at the beginning of the prescribed loading (scan

001). Yet, the strain levels gradually increased outside of the dominant strained band as

the loading levels increased. For scan 004, the strain levels were higher than those of the

previous unloaded states (scans 000 and 002), which leads to the conclusion that significant

damage growth occurred during the in-situ cyclic experiment.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 7. Root mean square levels of major eigen strain fields plotted as functions of (a) x, (b) y and (c) z coordi-
nates over the entire loading history. (d) The strained bands corresponding to the peaks of the RMS profiles
are highlighted with blue dashed arrows on the front surface rendering of the major eigen strain field calcu-
lated for scan 003.

Plotting RMS(ε1) versus their x coordinate (Fig. 7(a)) unveiled two peaks corresponding

to elevated strains developing on the ligament edges. For scan 001, the strain levels within

the bands inducing on the ligament edges were lower than those of the remaining part of the

ROI. The main contribution to the increase in strain levels within the range x = 248 − 630 vx

arose from the horizontal strained band (marked with a blue dashed arrow in Fig. 7(d)). For

scan 002, higher permanent strains accumulated within the bands on the ligament edges

compared to the remaining part of the ROI. Yet, for scan 003, the remaining part of the ROI

(mainly the horizontal strained band) experienced an increase in strain levels, despite high

strain gradients on the ligament edges. Subsequent specimen unloading once again revealed
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higher permanent strains accumulated on the ligament edges.

The analysis of RMS(ε1) plotted versus their y coordinate (Fig. 7(b)) revealed the first

peak corresponding to the front specimen surface (y = 105 vx). The reported increase arose

from the strain field heterogeneities observed on the front specimen surface. The strain

levels gradually decreased through the material bulk, whereas the second peak corresponds

to the rear specimen surface (y = 450 vx). The main contribution to the latter was the

horizontal strained band extending through the whole ligament area.

Last, RMS(ε1) sections were analyzed with respect to their z-coordinate (Fig. 7(c)). The

first peak was observed for z = 410 − 480 vx corresponding to the strained band on the

ligament edge below the horizontal strained band (Fig. 7(d)). Next, significant growth of

RMS(ε1) was reported for z = 580 − 650 vx, which coincides with the horizontal strained

band. The plotted RMS(ε1) profiles again revealed that levels within the horizontal strained

band increased, in spite of high strain gradients on the ligament edges. The final fracture

path proceeded along the inner, horizontal strained band. The RMS(ε1) profiles also re-

vealed the third peak for z = 410 − 480 vx, which corresponds to the strained areas on

the specimen ligament edges above the horizontal strained band (marked with blue dashed

arrows in Fig. 7(d)). Consequently, the questions that arise are what could be the origin of

the observed strained bands, and could the heterogeneities of the major eigen strain fields be

linked with the heterogeneous mesostructure.

To study the effect of yarn architecture on the strained band development, thresholded

voxel-wise major eigen strain fields of scan 003 (corresponding to the last loading cycle

prior to specimen failure) were laid over the corresponding mesostructure sections in the

reference configuration (HQ scan 0). The heterogeneities of the major eigen strain fields

were analyzed for the front surface (y = 105 vx), mid-thickness section (y = 280 vx) and

rear specimen surface (y = 450 vx), and shown in Figs. 8-10. The analyzed sections were

also extracted from the post-mortem scan (HQ scan 1) to determine the crack morphology

and correlate it with the strained band development.
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First, the front surface was analyzed (Fig. 8(a)). The horizontal strained band propa-

gated through the ligament area, and encompassed the fiber yarns being almost perpendic-

ular to the loading axis (Fig. 8(c)). Additional strained areas appeared on ligament edges.

The observed strain field heterogeneities outlined one part of the yarn architecture. The ob-

served strained bands developed and propagated along the longitudinal axes of the fiber

yarns inclined with respect to the loading axis. Conversely, the strained bands did not

develop within regions of fiber yarns that were almost parallel to the prescribed loading.

The post-mortem observations revealed that the final crack followed the early, horizontal

strained band (marked with cyan dashed lines in Fig. 8(b)).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig 8. (a) Mesostructure section in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the front specimen surface
(y = 105 vx). (b) Corresponding section extracted from the post-mortem HQ scan 1. (c) Thresholded major
eigen strains of scan 003 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed lines denote the final failure
path.

The same procedure was followed when considering the mid-thickness section (y =

280 vx), and is shown in Fig. 9. The dominant horizontal strained band enveloped the fiber

yarns almost perpendicular to the loading direction. Additional strained bands appeared

both above and below the horizontal strained bands. These areas encompassed the fiber

yarns almost perpendicular to the loading direction. The final failure path followed the dom-

inant, horizontal strained band. Yet, an additional crack branch appeared, which originated

from the strained area on the ligament edge below the horizontal strained band.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig 9. (a) Mesostructure section in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the mid-thickness section
(y = 280 vx). (b) Corresponding section extracted from the post-mortem HQ scan 1. (c) Thresholded major
eigen strains of the mid-thickness section of scan 003 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed
lines depict the final failure path.

Last, the rear specimen surface (y = 450 vx, Fig. 10(a)) was analyzed. Once again, the

strained bands outlined only one part of the yarn architecture, i.e., they developed within

the regions of fiber yarns perpendicular to the loading axis (Fig. 10(c)). The dominant,

horizontal strained band propagated through the whole ligament area. The post-mortem

analysis revealed that the final crack path followed this strained band (Fig. 10(b)). Thus, the

phenomena observed for all three sections indicate that the strained band due to the yarn

mesostructure prevailed over damage due to specimen machining.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig 10. (a) Mesostructure section in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the rear specimen surface
(y = 450 vx). (b) Corresponding section extracted from the post-mortem HQ scan 1. (c) Thresholded major
eigen strains of scan 003 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed lines highlight the final
failure path.

4.3.2. Single notched specimen

The thresholded voxel-wise major eigen strain fields and correlation residual maps of

the single notched specimen are reported hereafter (Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). For scan 000,

both fields exhibited fluctuations of small magnitude induced by measurement uncertain-

ties (Fig. 11(a)). Upon cycling the specimen up to 25% of its failure strength (scan 001),

high strain gradients were induced in the notched region (Fig. 11(b)). The formation of

an inner, horizontal strained band originating from the notch root was unveiled. As in the

case of the unnotched specimen, the observed strained band extended through the whole

ligament area at the very beginning of loading, thereby already marking the future crack

path. This phenomenon indicates the significant influence of material heterogeneities (i.e.,

yarn mesostructure) on the final failure, even in the presence of a geometrical singularity

inducing high strain concentration. It is also interesting to note that an additional strained

band emanated from the notch root and extended below the notch toward the specimen

bulk. Strain localization areas appeared on the ligament edges (both on the notch-free liga-

ment edge and below the notch root), which indicated the influence of specimen machining

(i.e., thinning of the central part). A similar strain pattern was observed in the unnotched
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specimen. Furthermore, a ring artifact was observed in the correlation residual map of scan

001 (and for all the subsequent acquisitions), while the remainder of the ROI exhibited suf-

ficiently low fluctuations ascribed to acquisition noise (Fig. 12(a)). This result indicated

successfully converged correlations (the hypothesis of continuity of the displacement field

was satisfied). Hence, damage growth did not yet occur, or if it had, it remained very low

and at a scale lower than the scan resolution [28]. The subsequent unloading yielded homo-

geneous fields (Fig. 11(c) and Fig. 12(c)). The previously observed strained bands were no

longer active, and the strain levels within the notched region decreased to that of scan 000.

The localization of elevated strains in the notched area was more apparent for scan 003

(Fig. 11(d)). As for the unnotched specimen, the strain levels within the horizontal strained

band increased and the strained bands on the notch-free ligament. The latter broadened and

started propagating toward the material bulk. In addition, the propagation of the strained

band originating from the notch root and extending below it toward the notch-free ligament

edge was even more pronounced. This strained band finally coalesced with those induced

on the notch-free ligament edge. The first localized phenomena appeared in the correla-

tion residual map of scan 003 (marked with blue arrows in Fig. 12(d)). Yet, they emerged

near the notch-free ligament edge, and not in the notched area (as would be expected due

to high strain activity in this region). This zone exemplifies the influence of specimen ma-

chining. The remainder of the ROI exhibited sufficiently low residuals proving that the

kinematics of the investigated specimen was well captured. It is also meaningful to remem-

ber that the second loading step (between scans 002 and 003) resulted in the degradation of

macroscopic stiffness (Fig. 4(b)), which indicates that cycling the specimen up to 50% of

its failure strength induced damage inception and growth. Yet, localization of higher cor-

relation residuals was not observed within the notched region. The notch-insensitivity of

the investigated material was, therefore, demonstrated. Despite high strain gradients within

the notched region, the investigated specimen experienced increases in strain levels within

the observed strained bands determined by the underlying yarn mesostructure, and the first
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cracks induced by specimen machining appeared near the notch-free specimen ligament

edge. Upon subsequent unloading, the major eigen strain field exhibited higher strain levels

within the notched region and in the previously observed strained bands (Fig. 11(e)) com-

pared to the corresponding fields of scans 000 (Fig. 11(a)) and 002 (Fig. 11(c)). Localized

phenomena near the notch-free ligament edge observed in the correlation residual field of

scan 003 disappeared (Fig. 12(e)). However, a permanent mean major eigen strain level of

0.0018 was reported at this stage (Fig. 4(b)). Consequently, it may be concluded that cy-

cling the specimen up to 50% of its failure strength induced damage inception and growth,

even though unloading resulted in damage deactivation.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Fig 11. Thresholded voxel-wise major eigen strain fields of the single notched specimen calculated for scans
(a) 000, (b) 001, (c) 002, (d) 003, (e) 004, (f) 005, (g) 006, (h) 007, (i) 008 and (j) 009.

At the peak of the third loading cycle (scan 005), strain levels within the previously

observed bands increased in spite of high strains in the notched region (Fig. 11(f)). The
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strained area induced on the ligament edge below the notch root was more pronounced.

The previously observed damaged zone near the notch-free ligament edge was once again

apparent (Fig. 12(f)). Additional areas of elevated residuals appeared close to the notch-

free ligament near the specimen front surface (y = 50 vx), as well as on the ligament edge

below the notch root (marked with green arrows in Fig. 12(f)). The latter corresponds to

the strained area on the ligament edge observed in the major eigen strain field of scan 005

(Fig. 11(f)). Furthermore, areas of elevated residuals emerged in the close vicinity of the

notch root (marked with green arrows in Fig. 12(f)). It is important to outline that high

strain gradients developed within the notched region at the very beginning of loading, be-

fore any signs of damage onset. They did not lead to premature fracture. Damaged zones

were observed within the remainder of the ROI prior to damage initiation in the notched

region. In addition, the final failure path followed the horizontal strained band. These obser-

vations once again highlighted the notch-insensitivity of the investigated material. For scan

006 acquired in the unloaded state, the previously observed strained bands were still active

(Fig. 11(g)). Despite high strain gradients, areas of elevated residuals in the vicinity of the

notch root vanished (Fig. 12(g)). Yet, damaged zones near the ligament edges remained

active (marked with blue and green arrows in Fig. 12(g)). This trend once again exempli-

fies the notch-insensitivity of the studied material, namely, damage outside of the notched

region was active and more pronounced even when the specimen was unloaded, in spite of

high strain gradients induced in the notched area.

The strained band activity was even more apparent for scan 007 (Fig. 11(h)). Strain lev-

els within the dominant, horizontal strained band increased, as well as in the strained areas

on the ligament edges. The strained bands on the notch-free ligament fully merged with the

band that emanated from the notch root and extended below it. In addition to the previously

observed damaged areas, cycling the specimen to 90% of its failure strength induced the

occurrence of multiple areas of elevated residuals within the inspected ROI (marked with

red arrows in Fig. 12(h)). Cracks initiated within the whole notched region, in the mate-
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rial bulk above the notch, and on the notch-free ligament edge. Holding the specimen at

the same load levels to acquire scan 008 led to an increase in strains within the observed

strained bands (Fig. 11(i)). An additional strained band appeared from the notch root and

started propagating below the notch reaching the previously observed strained area on the

ligament edge. This phenomenon can also be observed in the corresponding residual map,

i.e., an additional region of elevated residuals propagating from the notch root emerged

(Fig. 12(i)). Furthermore, the previously observed damaged regions became more dominant

(Fig. 12(i)). The correlation residual maps of scans 007 and 008 showed that significant

amount of damage growth occurred within the notched region. Yet, it did not lead to prema-

ture fracture, and additional areas of elevated residuals appeared within the material bulk

(Fig. 12(i)). Upon subsequent unloading, the previously observed strained bands were still

active (Fig. 11(j)). The corresponding major eigen strain field unveiled that the strained

band originating from the notch root and propagating below it coalesced with the strained

area on the ligament edge below the notch root. Moreover, some of the previously observed

damage was deactivated (i.e., partial crack closure occurred), as shown in Fig. 12(j). The

damaged zones first observed when analyzing the correlation residual maps of scans 003

(Fig. 12(d)) and 005 (Fig. 12(f)) were still present, namely, the localization areas near the

notch-free specimen ligament edge, on the ligament edge below the notch root and within

the material bulk. Yet, the damaged zones within the notched region vanished, i.e., dam-

age deactivation and crack closure took place. Thus, damage outside of the notched region

was still active and more pronounced even upon the last unloading cycle prior to specimen

failure.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

(f) (g)

(h) (i) (j)

Fig 12. Correlation residual maps of the single notched specimen calculated for scans (a) 000, (b) 001, (c)
002, (d) 003, (e) 004, (f) 005, (g) 006, (h) 007, (i) 008 and (j) 009. The blue arrows depict the first detected
damage, while the green and red arrows indicate additional damaged zones. The orange arrows highlight
cracks induced by holding the specimen at the reached load level to acquire additional scan 008.

Figure 13 shows RMS of major eigen strain fields per x, y and z slices for different scans
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acquired during the prescribed loading history. The plots show that cycling the specimen

to 25% of its failure strength (scan 001) did not result in permanent strains as the RMS(ε1)

levels of scans 002 acquired after the specimen was unloaded remained close to those of

the scan 000. Furthermore, RMS(ε1) levels of scan 004 laid approximately in the range of

scans 000 and 002, apart from differences in ligament edges, within the notched region and

the strained band originating from the notch and propagating above the notch (i.e., higher

RMS(ε1) levels of scan 004 were observed in the aforementioned regions compared to those

of scans 000 and 002). Thus, low permanent strains were observed at this stage in the cor-

responding strained areas. As the load levels became higher, the major eigen strains within

the ROI increased. The RMS(ε1) levels of scan 009 were significantly higher compared to

those of the previous unloaded stages. Hence, significant damage growth occurred during

the in-situ cyclic experiment.

Plotting RMS(ε1) levels versus their x coordinate (Fig. 13(a)) highlighted the first peak

corresponding to elevated strains developing on the notch-free ligament edge (x = 20−75 vx),

thereby indicating the impact of specimen machining. A gradual increase of RMS(ε1) for

all the acquired scans was observed for x = 75 − 480 vx, which was primarily attributed to

the horizontal strained band emanating from the notch root (Fig. 13(d)). This band reached

its peak at x = 480 vx corresponding to the notch root. The third interval of RMS(ε1) in-

crease occurred within the zone of x = 590 − 645 vx corresponding to the notched ligament

edge. The main contribution to the reported increase arose from the strained band develop-

ing from the coalescence of the two strained areas; the first originating from the notch root,

and the second developing on the ligament edge below the notch (Fig. 11). It is also im-

portant to note that higher RMS(ε1) levels were observed on the notch-free ligament edges

(Fig. 13(d)) for the scans acquired in the unloaded stages. The observed trends exemplify

the damage tolerance of the material studied herein, namely, strained band activity outside

the notched region prevailed in spite of high strain gradients induced by the geometric sin-

gularity (i.e., notch).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig 13. Root mean square levels of major eigen strain fields plotted as functions of (a) x, (b) y and (c) z coordi-
nates over the entire loading history. (d) The strained bands corresponding to the peaks of the presented RMS
profiles are highlighted with blue dashed lines (notch-free specimen ligament edge) and arrows (i.e., strained
bands emanating from the notch root and on the ligament edge below the notch) on the front surface rendering
of the major eigen strain field calculated for scan 008.

The analysis of RMS(ε1) levels plotted versus their y coordinate (Fig. 13(b)) shows that,

despite high strains developing within the notched root, strain levels within the inspected

ROI increased as the load levels became higher. The first peak coincides with the notch

root on the front specimen surface (y = 50 vx). The strain levels gradually decreased when

approaching the rear specimen surface (y = 410 vx), where RMS(ε1) profiles reached their

second peak. Last, RMS(ε1) sections were also analyzed with respect to their z coordinate

(Fig. 13(c)). The first peak was observed for z = 370 − 410 vx corresponding to the strained

area developing on the ligament edge below the notch root (Fig. 13(d)). Next, significant
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growth of RMS(ε1) levels was observed when z = 515 − 560 vx. The reported interval co-

incides with notch edges. The third increase of major eigen strains was observed within the

region z = 560 − 640 vx (i.e., the horizontal strained band emanating from the notch root, see

Fig. 13(d)). The reported RMS(ε1) profiles once again proved that high strains developed

within the notched region. Yet, they did not lead to premature failure. The strained band

activity in the remaining part of the ROI was pronounced, and strains gradually increased

over the loading history, which led to the accumulation of permanent strains.

To study the effect of yarn architecture on the strained band development, thresholded

voxel-wise major eigen strain fields of scan 008 were laid over the corresponding mesostruc-

ture sections in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0). The heterogeneities of the major

eigen strain fields were analyzed for the front surface (y = 50 vx), mid-thickness section

(y = 233 vx) and rear surface (y = 450 vx), and are shown in Figs. 14-16.

The major eigen strain field of the front specimen surface (y = 50 vx, Fig. 14(a)) was

composed of multiple bands enveloping fiber yarns perpendicular to the loading direction

(Fig. 14(c)). An additional strained band emanated from the notch root and started propagat-

ing below it reaching the strained area on the ligament edge. This phenomenon arose from

the fact that the fiber yarn along which the strained band propagated was damaged (i.e.,

debonding of individual fibers inside the yarn was observed in the reference configuration,

see Fig. 14(b)). Thus, the major eigen strain field on the front specimen surface consisted of

three dominant strained bands emanating from the notch root. The final crack propagated

through the material bulk along the horizontal strained band (Fig. 14(b)). Yet, two addi-

tional crack branches appeared on the front specimen surface; the first one following the

strained band reaching the notch-free ligament edge, and the second propagating below the

notch toward the specimen ligament edge.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig 14. (a) Mesostructure section in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the front specimen surface
(y = 50 vx). (b) Corresponding section extracted from the post-mortem HQ scan 1. (c) Thresholded major
eigen strains of scan 008 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed lines denote the final failure
path.

For the mid-thickness section (y = 233 vx, Fig. 15(a)), the horizontal strained band

emanating from the notch root extended along the fiber yarns perpendicular to the loading

axis (Fig. 15(c)). Outside of the horizontal strained band, elevated strains mainly encom-

passed fiber yarns inclined with respect to the loading axis, as opposed to the yarns being

almost aligned with the loading direction. The effect of yarn misalignment is evidenced

herein. The post-mortem observations revealed that the final failure path propagated along

the dominant and horizontal strained band (Fig. 15(b)).
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig 15. (a) Mesostructure in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the mid-thickness section (y = 233 vx).
(b) Corresponding section extracted from the post-mortem HQ scan 1. (c) Thresholded major eigen strains of
scan 008 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed lines denote the final failure path.

The same remarks apply for the rear surface (y = 410 vx, Fig. 16(a)). The major eigen

strain field (Fig. 16(c)) exhibited two strained bands emanating from the notch root; the

first one being the horizontal strained band, and the second propagating below the notch

root reaching the notch-free ligament edge. The crack path followed the observed strained

bands as shown in Fig. 16(b). The observed phenomena indicate that the final failure of

the investigated material was pre-determined by the yarn mesostructure despite high strain

gradients and damage growth within the material bulk. The strain activity induced by the

fiber yarn architecture significantly contributed to the final failure, and thus reduced the

notch-sensitivity of the investigated material.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig 16. (a) Mesostructure section in the reference configuration (HQ scan 0) of the rear surface (y = 410 vx).
(b) Corresponding section extracted from the HQ post-mortem scan 1. (c) Thresholded major eigen strains of
scan 008 laid over the reference mesostructure. The cyan dashed lines denote the final failure path.

5. Conclusion

In the present work, two in-situ (tomography) experiments were performed on a con-

tinuous glass fiber mat reinforced polyester resin composite. The dogbone specimens were

subjected to uniaxial cyclic tension. To induce higher strain gradients, a single rectangu-

lar notch was cut on the edge of one of the investigated specimens. The bulk kinematics

was measured via FE-based DVC. The stress at failure of both specimens revealed that

the investigated material was notch-insensitive. To further confirm this hypothesis, major

eigen strains and correlation residual fields of both experiments were analyzed to study

the strained band activity and damaged zones. Last, thresholded voxel-wise major eigen

strain fields were laid over the corresponding mesostructure in the reference configuration

to study the effect of yarn architecture on the strained band development. This work aimed

at understanding the influence of the underlying yarn mesostructure on the strained band

development and consequently the final failure of studied material.

The analysis of major eigen strain fields of both specimens revealed the formation of an

inner, horizontal strained band extending through the whole ligament area even at the begin-

ning of the loading history. Additional concentration zones appeared on the ligament edges
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of both specimens. The investigated material sustained an increase in strain levels within the

horizontal strained band, in spite of high strain gradients on the ligament edges and, in the

case of the single notched specimen, in the notch root. Furthermore, it was shown that the

strained bands developed before any signs of damage onset within both specimens, which

was significantly influenced by the underlying material heterogeneities (i.e., the observed

strained bands enveloped and propagated along the fiber yarns significantly inclined to the

loading direction). It is important to note that the final crack path of both specimens pro-

ceeded along the early horizontal strained band extending through the whole ligament area.

This phenomenon indicates that the strained band effect determined by the yarn mesostruc-

ture prevailed over damage due to machining and/or the presence of the geometric singular-

ity (i.e., notch). The final failure of the investigated material was, therefore, pre-determined

by the yarn mesostructure despite high strain gradients and damage growth within the mate-

rial bulk. The present study documents new sets of experimental evidence of strained band

development and failure of investigated material. It was shown that the latter was primarily

driven by the heterogeneous yarn mesostructure.

The experimental results presented herein clarified the origin of the strained bands, and

thus provided a better understanding of strain localization and failure of the investigated

polymer matrix composite. The ability of FE-DVC to provide measurements even in the

presence of strained bands and highly localized damage was highlighted. The same protocol

may be utilized to explore strain and damage interactions for different loading conditions

typical of engineering applications. Besides the reported specimen geometries, other shapes

and scales may be studied, in particular, specimens with initial higher or lower strain con-

centrations or singularities.
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